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Abstract — Data Center Network (DCN) topologies, being 

integral parts of cloud computing infrastructure, are vulnerable 

to failures due to the presence of huge number of servers, 

switches and links. One of the biggest challenges in the fault-

tolerant DCN design is to provide a graceful degradation in 

performance in the event of a link or server failure. This paper 

proposes two new fault-tolerant DCN topologies, called DCell-

Star and DCell-Ring. The proposed topologies are cost-effective, 

scalable, fault-tolerant, and enhance overall performance 

(throughput and latency) of the standard DCell topology. 

Performance evaluation of the proposed topologies is done 

through a simulation study, and the results are compared with 

the standard DCell topology. The comparison is done in terms 

of various metrics such as throughput, latency, and diameter. 

The simulation results show that the proposed topologies 

outperform the standard DCell topology due to the availability 

of multiple alternate shortest paths between pairs of servers, 

resulting in an improvement of about 5% in throughput even for 

a small-size network.  
 
Index Terms—Data center networks, network topologies, fault-

tolerance, performance evaluation 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to tremendous growth in cloud-based services, 

such as Google Search and Facebook social network, the 

overall cloud infrastructure is constantly evolving to 

support a huge volume of data and QoS requirements of 

such services. Data Center Network (DCN) infrastructure 

consists of a massive number of servers with large online 

services. A DCN topology connects those servers through 

switches and links with high capabilities which, in turn, 

connects to the external world. The performance of DCN 

can be estimated using metrics such as, throughput, 

latency, bandwidth, power consumption, reliability, cost, 

etc. A number of data center network architectures have 

been proposed, which are classified into two major 

categories: fixed-topology, and flexible-topology. For the 

fixed-topology architecture, the network topology cannot 

be changed after the network is deployed, while the 

change is possible in the flexible-topology architectures. 

Some example architectures for fixed-topologies are: Fat-

tree [1], Portland [2], and recursive topologies such as 

DCell [3] and BCube [4]. The flexible topologies, using 

optical switching technology, include c-Through [5]. 
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Another way of classification of DCN topologies is based 

on whether they are server-centric or switch-centric 

networks. In server-centric network, the addressing and 

routing tasks are performed by the servers. Both DCell 

and BCube topologies are the examples of server-centric 

networks. On the other hand, all routing and addressing 

tasks are done by switches and routers in case of switch-

centric networks. Fat-tree and Portland architectures 

belong to this category. 

With ever increasing data traffic in clouds, there has 

been a great interest in improving the performance of 

cloud infrastructure. Data centers offer huge 

computational power and storage, reliability, availability, 

and cost-effective solutions needed by the cloud 

applications. As a data center network topology consists 

of a very large number of servers (hosts), switches, 

routers and communication links, the topology is 

vulnerable to failures (permanent or transient). In order to 

provide high availability and a certain acceptable 

performance level, the network topology must be 

designed to recover from such failures. At the physical 

hardware level, redundant links and switches present in 

the topology may aid in providing such recovery (or 

fault-tolerance). Moreover, path selection algorithm for 

the topology may offer alternate paths (if they exist) 

between hosts (servers) that will be available in the event 

of a switch or link or server failure. 

There has been some recent research interest in 

improving the performance of DCN topologies to provide 

higher throughput, lower latency and better fault-

tolerance. The improvements can be achieved either by 

modifying the architecture of the topology such that it 

increases the utilization of available bandwidth and 

decreases the latency, or by adding extra links between 

devices to enhance the fault-tolerance. Another practical 

way of providing fault-tolerance is by introducing new 

path selection algorithms that provide alternate paths in 

the network in case of failures in links, server and 

switches. 

Several datacenter network topologies have been 

proposed and implemented in real data centers. The list 

includes Google Fat-Tree, DCell, BCube, and Facebook 

Fat-Tree. A good survey about DCN topologies can be 

found in [6], [7]. Most of the earlier research work 

carried out deals with the performance evaluation of 

topologies without consideration of any failure in the 

network topology. Moreover, different types of 

simulators with different traffic generators were used to 

evaluate the performance. Therefore, the comparisons 
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among topologies become difficult on the similar baseline 

parameters. In [8], two DCN topologies, Fat-Tree and 

DCell, are compared using random traffic with 

exponential and uniform distribution. Simulation results 

from ns-3 simulator show that the performance of Fat-

Tree is better than DCell in terms of throughput and 

latency. In [9], an evaluation of the fault-tolerance 

characteristics of some DCN topologies is made using a 

Java-based simulator. Several metrics such as Average 

Path Length (APL), Aggregate Bottleneck Throughput 

(ABT) and connection failure ratio are analyzed. Fault-

tolerance capabilities are estimated/ analyzed using 

several metrics for four different DCN topologies (Fat-

Tree, DCell, BCube, and FlatNet) in [10]. Simulator 

DCNSim is used to capture the effects of various failures 

in the topologies in details in terms of connection-

oriented metrics which include ABT, APL and Routing 

Failure Rate (RFR). Several popular architectures are 

compared with respect to various parameters, such as 

power, cost, scalability, hop counts and path diversity in 

[11] using analytical methods. The “Mininet” simulator is 

used in [12] for the evaluation of throughput; however, 

results regarding the fault-tolerance characteristics of the 

topologies are not considered. The work in [13] reports a 

new topology, called Diamond, which improves fault 

tolerance capabilities of the Fat-Tree topology.  The 

Diamond topology replaces all aggregate switches with 

edge switches. With this new Diamond topology, the 

average path length and end-to-end delay decrease by 

10% compared with the original Fat-Tree topology. The 

Diamond topology also proposes a routing algorithm, 

called Fault-Avoidance Routing (FAR), with the ability 

of handling thousands of servers and providing fault-

tolerance. Furthermore, [14] proposes a server-centric, 

DCN topology, named BCube Connected Crossbars 

(BCCC). The performance of the topology is found to 

outperform BCube under some metrics such as network 

diameter, performance in the event of server/link failure, 

expandability and server port utilization [15].  

This paper presents two new fault-tolerant, scalable, 

and high-throughput DCN topologies. The fault-tolerance 

in the proposed topologies exploits both hardware 

redundancy and multipath routing. 

 The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 

II introduces the structure of the two proposed DCN 

topologies. Section III describes the simulation 

environment used, while Section IV presents the results 

of performance comparison of the proposed topologies 

with the well-known topologies. Finally, Section V 

provides the conclusions. 

II. PROPOSED DATA CENTER NETWORK TOPOLOGIES 

In this section, we propose two new DCN topologies 

that are derived from the standard DCell topology with 

some modifications. We have added a few extra switches 

and links aiming to improve the performance in terms of 

throughput, latency and fault-tolerance. We also discuss 

how to construct new topologies recursively. 

A. DCell-Star 

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the proposed topology 

called DCell-Star. In this topology, an additional (central) 

switch is added at the higher level to connect together all 

the mini-switches present at lower levels. The main 

reasons of providing the central switch are to provide 

multiple alternate paths between hosts, and to reduce the 

diameter and the average shortest path length. Fig. 1 

shows an example of DCell-Star1 structure which consists 

of five basic DCell-Star0 units. Each DCell-Star0  consists 

of n = 4 servers and a mini-switch connecting them 

together. For constructing level-1 of DCell-Star (i.e., 

DCell-Star1), (n + 1) DCell-Star0 units are connected 

through dual-port servers, and the central switch connects 

all mini-switches.  Each mini-switch needs one more port 

for its connection with the central switch, resulting in a 

total of (n + 1) ports. The central switch requires (n+2) 

ports; as (n + 1) ports are needed to connect all mini-

switches and one port for the connection to the higher 

level central switch. 

 
Fig. 1. DCell-Star1 topology 
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Fig. 2 shows the structure of DCell-Star2 following 

similar steps in constructing topology using DCell-Star1 

units with n =2, where n represents the number of server 

in a basic DCell-Star0 unit.  

 
Fig. 2. DCell-Star2 topology with n = 2.  

The address of a server in DCell-Stark unit can be 

denoted as at at-1 …a1 a0 , where a0 refers to the index of 

the server in DCell-Star0 and it takes values from 0 to (n-

1), and ai represents unique ID for the DCell-Star0 unit, 

with 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We can say that the two hosts A and B 

with addresses at at-1 …a1 a0 and bt bt-1 …b1 b0, 

respectively, are in the same lowest level DCell-Star0 

when ai = bi and a0 ≠ b0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Following a similar 

approach, the address of a mini-switch can be represented 

as st st-1 …s1 s0 where s0 = k  indicates the next lower 

level of DCell-Stark and si (with 1 ≤ i ≤ k ) represents the 

unique ID for DCell-Star0.. The addressing scheme of the 

central switch is exactly the same as used with mini-

switch, except that s0 ( = k) represents the level of DCell-

Stark . 

As mentioned earlier, two servers are in the same 

DCell-Stark when all digits in their addresses are equal 

except the least significant one. Therefore, forwarding the 

packets between two servers in the same DCell-Star0 is 

done through the related mini-switch with si = ai. By 

considering one hop count between any two directly 

connected devices, the hop count between two hosts in 

the same DCell-Star0 will be two. However, when two 

servers are located in different DCell-Star0s, packets are 

first routed to the related mini-switch, then to the central 

switch which in turns directs the packets to the mini-

switch connected to the destination node. This path needs 

a hop count of 4 to reach to the desired destination server. 

B. DCell-Ring 

The second proposed topology, DCell-Ring, also 

modifies the standard DCell topology, and all min-

switches at the same level are connected together, 

forming a ring as shown in Fig. 3. The main objectives of 

linking the mini-switches together in the form of a ring 

are to provide multiple alternate paths between hosts, 

decrease the average shortest path length and the 

diameter of the standard DCell topology. Fig. 4 displays 

the structure of DCell-Ring2 following the similar steps in 

constructing topology using DCell-Ring1 units with n = 2. 

The addressing mechanisms for servers and mini-

switches are exactly the same as formulated for DCell-

Star. For the routing, transmitting the packets within the 

same DCell-Ring0 is done via the related mini-switch, 

with a hop count of 2. However, when the servers are in 

different DCell-Ring0s, the packets are first routed to the 

related mini-switch, then routed towards the desired 

destination mini-switch through the ring, and finally to 

the destination server. In this case, we need a hop count 

of at least 3 when two hosts are in two different DCell-

Ring0s and the mini-switches are directly connected. 

III. SIMULATION OF DCN TOPOLOGIES 

A. Simulation Parameters 

We evaluated the performance of various well-known 

and the proposed topologies via simulation study. The 

Google Fat Tree topology considered for the simulation 

consists of three levels: core, aggregate and edge; while 

at the fourth level we have hosts connected. Each edge 

switch connects to two hosts with a total of 16 hosts. The 

number of hosts to be connected is limited by the number 

of ports present in the switch.  

The standard DCell topology is simulated for level 1 

(i.e., DCell1). It consists of five mini-switches with four 

hosts connected to each mini-switch. There is one link 

between two hosts present in different DCell0s.We 

encounter a problem in forwarding the packets from a 

host having two different network interfaces (ports). 

Using an approach used in [25], we solve this problem by 

introducing a combo-switch connected to each host. This 

switch allows the two interfaces attached to the server to 

be used simultaneously for sending packets. In addition, 

the two proposed topologies (i.e., DCell-Star and DCell-

Ring) are simulated with the same set of parameters. 
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The BCube topology is simulated for level 1 with core 

and edge switches. Each edge switch is attached to four 

hosts with a total of 16 hosts.  

The Facebook Fat-tree topology is simulated using 

four fabric switches and 16 top of rack switches (TORs). 

Each TOR switch connects only to one host, and we have 

a total of 16 hosts. 

 
Fig. 3. DCell-Ring1 topology 

 
Fig. 4. DCell-Ring2 topology with n =2. 

B. Datacenter Traffic Patterns 

We used different traffic models reported in [26] to 

inject traffic in DCN to evaluate the performance of 

topologies. These models are representatives of inter-data 

center traffic scenarios. The following traffic models are 

used: 

 Uniform Random traffic: Each host sends traffic to 

any random host with the same probability. 

 Stride Traffic: A host with an index i sends packets 

to host with an index ( i + (N-1)/2) mod N, where N 

is the total number of hosts. 

 Bit Complement Traffic: Each node sends traffic to 

another node with an index of bitwise inversion of 

the sender node. 

 One-to-All: One host sends packets to all other hosts 

and the results are averaged. 

 All-to-All: All hosts send packets to all other hosts. 

This traffic model represents the highest traffic loads 

applied to the network. 

C. The “Mininet” Simulator 

The Mininet simulator [12] provides network analysis 

with a realistic virtual network of nodes, switches and 

links. It can create a network topology with simple shell 

commands (e.g., sudo mn), and a large network topology 

with several parameters (e.g., link bandwidth, link delay, 

etc.) can be programmed using python API. All network 

elements and flows are controlled by POX controller [27]. 

The controller is initialized in VirtualBox and it helps in 

communicating switches to each other via OpenFlow 

protocol [28] which controls the forwarding of the 

routing tables remotely. The selection of this specific 

controller with respect to the other available ones (e.g. 

RIPLPOX, OpenDaylight, and Floodlight) is based on its 

demonstrated consistency in the network coverage. The 

traffic is transmitted from the sender to the controller 

which, in turn, sends it to the destination according to the 

information in the flow table. Moreover, STP (Spanning 

Tree Protocol) [22] is enabled in the network to avoid 

infinite loops in multi-path topologies.  

In addition, RYU controller [29] can be used for 

setting static and default routes for each router in the 

network topology to forward the packets among the hosts. 

It has a capability to let a switch with a unique ID to join 

the topology as a router. This is beneficial especially 

when we want the message to follow a certain path under 

some required specifications like minimum hop count, 

low latency, shortest path, etc.  

IPerf [30] and Ping [31] commands are used to 

measure throughput and latency, respectively. IPerf 

estimates the bandwidth consumed between any two 

hosts using Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User 

Datagram Protocol (UDP), while Ping has the capability 

to measure the latency of packet flow, percentage of 

packet loss, jitter, and to specify the size of transmitted 

packets. All tests are run on Intel Core i5-5200U CPU @ 

2.2GHz with 6G RAM. We simulated the topologies with 

and without failures and the results are presented in the 

next section. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, we compare the standard DCell 

topology with the two proposed topologies with a variety 

of parameters such as throughput, latency, fault-tolerance, 

diameter, and average shortest path length. 

A. Throughput 

Fig. 5 shows the simulation results for the normalized 

throughputs of the two proposed topologies DCell-Star 

and DCell-Ring, and the results are compared with the 

standard DCell topology under different traffic models. 

We can conclude, from the figure, that DCell-Star and 

DCell-Ring topologies have higher throughputs compared 

to the standard DCell topology. In addition, DCell and D-
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Cell-Ring topologies show relatively close results. 

Increase in throughput in the proposed topologies is 

mainly due to the larger number of the shortest paths that 

potentially reduces the traffic congestion by transmitting 

the traffic in parallel. 

With an increasing value for n (the number of hosts in 

the basic DCell-Star0 or DCell-Ring0 structure), the total 

number of hosts in the topology increases. With an 

increase in n, we observe higher percentage of 

improvements in the throughput results for both proposed 

topologies compared with the standard DCell. As shown 

in Fig. 6, the throughput achieved in two proposed 

topologies exceeds that in the standard DCell topology 

for almost all traffic models. However, the increase in the 

throughput in DCell-Star is higher than the DCell-Ring 

for all traffic scenarios. 

 
Fig. 5. Throughput comparison for n = 4. 

 
Fig. 6. Throughput comparison for n = 16.  

B. Latency 

Fig. 7 summarizes the simulation results for the 

average packet latencies. The proposed topologies have 

lower latencies as compared to the standard DCell due to 

their lower values of diameters.  

C. Fault-Tolerance 

In order to study the effect of failures in two new 

proposed network topologies, we simulate each topology 

and monitor the behavior of the topology under two types 

of failure: transient and permanent. We simulate a link 

and a switch failure. Due to the presence of the parallel 

shortest paths in DCell-Star and DCell-Ring topologies, 

both achieve better fault-tolerance characteristics as 

compared to the standard DCell topology. Transient and 

permanent failures generate similar behavior, as shown in 

Fig. 8 in the case of One-to-One. The transient failure is 

simulated to be present in the system for 5 msec and the 

behavior is monitored at the interface (switch port) 

connected towards the lower level in the topology. When 

the controller notices any failure in the link or switch, it 

chooses the next shortest path available between any two 

hosts. The standard DCell topology shows similar results, 

as shown in Fig. 9, but with a slightly lower throughput. 

The proposed topologies outperform DCell topology in 

the utilization of most links. In the standard DCell, there 

are more ripples (sudden changes) in the throughput over 

time as compared to the proposed topologies, as shown in 

Fig. 8.  

 
Fig. 7. Average latency vs packet size (All-to-All traffic model). 

 
Fig. 8. Throughput under Transient failures in the proposed topologies 

(One-to-One traffic). 

D. Discussion on Results 

From the simulation study, it is clear that the standard 

DCell topology performs the worst in terms of throughput 

and latency metrics as compared to the proposed 
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topologies. We can improve the performance of standard 

DCell architecture with respect to throughput, delay and 

fault-tolerance by either modifying the architecture to 

support multiple shortest paths between any two servers, 

and/or implement a better fault-tolerant path selection 

algorithm for choosing the best path for routing the 

packets. For the two proposed topologies, the simulation 

results show an improvement in the throughput compared 

with the standard DCell, and the percentage of 

improvement increases as we increase n. The proposed 

topologies show an improvement in the throughput in the 

range of 3% to 5% (depending upon traffic model) for n= 

16 as compared to DCell. This is mainly due to 

provisioning and utilization of multiple alternate paths 

between any pair of servers. In addition, the proposed 

topologies provide a graceful degradation in the 

performance in the presence of link or server failures.  

 
Fig. 9. Throughput under transient failures in the standard DCell 

topology (One-to-One traffic) 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Due to the tremendous increase in the use of cloud-

based services, the volume of data traffic to the data 

centers is on constant rise. Data center network (DCN) 

topologies provide a network within a datacenter 

connecting a huge number (~10,000) of servers with 

several switches and other networking devices. The most 

important features that a network topology must have are 

scalability, fault-tolerance, and QoS support for the 

desired applications. The provision of fault-tolerance is 

becoming even more critical as the number of servers and 

devices increase so does the probability of failures. 

Therefore, there is a strong need to have the support for 

fault-tolerance in the DCN architecture. 

In this paper, we propose two new DCN topologies, 

called DCell-Star and DCell-Ring. The proposed 

topologies modify slightly standard DCell architecture. 

The modifications add a set of alternate shortest paths 

between any two servers in the topologies. The 

simulation results show that the proposed topologies 

provide higher throughputs and lesser latencies as 

compared to the standard DCell.. The improvement in the 

throughput ranges from 3% to 5% (depending upon the 

traffic model used) for n= 16, where n is the number of 

servers in basic level-0 of the topology. For large values 

of n, one can expect even higher percentage of 

improvements in throughput. Furthermore, as compared 

to the standard DCell, the proposed topologies have lesser 

diameters and lesser average shortest path lengths which 

makes it superior for using it in a large network with a 

large value of n. Reduction in the diameter metrics, 

especially in DCell-Star, results in low-latency for 

routing packets, even with large number of servers. In 

addition, the proposed topologies offer graceful 

performance degradation in case of a link or server failure.  
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